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14 June 2021    
 

 

Dear Sir 

21/P1709 - WIMBLEDON PARK & AELTC SCOPING REPORT  

This planning application sets out the intended Scope of the Environmental Statement that is to accompany a 

future application by the AELTC to undertake development on Wimbledon Park.  The proposed development 

involves the construction of a 100 foot high show court for 8000 people, an energy centre, the construction of 39 

new tennis courts, various support buildings, and seemingly the incorporation of Church Road into the site.    

Wimbledon Park is the remnant of the Capability Brown Landscape, and is in three ownerships, being the 

Council, the Wimbledon Club, and the AELTC.  It is a Grade 2 star Listed Park, designated as MOL 

(Metropolitan Open Land, the equivalent of Green Belt), and is in a Conservation Area.  As such, national, 

regional and local planning policies are clear that any development has to be minimal, and subservient to the 

open-ness of the historic landscape.  It follows that any proposal that runs counter to this clear and long-

standing planning policy is unlikely to be justifiable.  Accordingly, any application needs to be accompanied by 

an Environment Statement that shows how planning policies are being complied with.  

The Society’s view is that, given the importance of the historic landscaped site, and the clear policies that 

preclude such development, it would be wholly inappropriate to pursue the current development 

approach, involving the building of a very large and intrusive show court structure.                                   

An alternative design concept should therefore be evolved, which both complies with planning policy, and 

ensures that the open-ness and historical integrity of the Park is retained and respected.  

There are a number of detailed points which could be made, responding to the submission, and these are set 

out below. 

1.3 & 4.1     The ‘Masterplan’ of the existing AELTC lands is referred to but it is not known what this is, nor 

whether it has been formally submitted to the Council as an application.                                                      

2.11 Scoping Topics must also include land use classifications and planning policies, and views e.g. from the 

Church Road/Burghley Road intersection towards the central London skyline.                                        

2.17 Reasonable alternatives should also be included e.g. any new show court on the west of Church Road, 

i.e. leaving the MOL as open land, as planning policies have always made clear.                                                 

2.20 The built heritage and landscape should ideally include the whole of the Capability Brown landscape i.e. 

the land in the ownership of the Council and of the Wimbledon Club.                       

2.24 & 6.1 Energy should on no account be ‘scoped out’ but should instead be an integral part of any such 

development, given the Climate Emergency declarations by both national and local government.  Daylighting 

and Sunlighting and Overshadowing similarly.  A 100 foot high show court would cast a significant and 

damaging shadow on what should be open landscape.  Similarly waste and recycling.       

2.27 Compatibility with planning and environmental policies similarly should be included.                   
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2.31 The statement that the proposed development would not introduce a tall building (the show court) 

should not be accepted.                                       

2.43 The proposed introduction of a major building into the MOL would have a permanent and major impact 

and would harm the quality of the open parkland environment.   Mitigation would clearly not be possible (2.47). 

                                      

3.5 The planning application site should on no account include Church Road as proposed.  It is a public 

highway, and should be treated as such i.e. excluded from any planning application, as for example Somerset 

Road is on the accompanying drawing.  The access road to the Wimbledon Club should also be excluded.  The 

definition of the site boundary on the east i.e. the Lake edge needs to be clear, e.g. whether this includes the 

dam structure.                                                          

4.1 All Heritage/Vintage Trees and Woodlands should be identified and totally protected in situ.   

4.3 The use of the “parkland” phrase in association with the proposed show court is unhelpful and quite 

inappropriate.   

4.3 The suggestion that a future application could be in Outline, leaving details for a future time is wholly 

misplaced:  such outline planning applications should be rejected given that this is a conservation area and a 

designated listed and historic Park.  Any application should be fully detailed.                              

4.3 The Energy centre (shown as part of the show court) is not acceptable in the MOL, and energy should 

be an integral part of any significant development and not “scoped out”.                                            

4.3 So-called ‘player hubs’ are presumably buildings and are not considered to be appropriate in an Historic 

Park and should not therefore be “scoped out”.                          

4.6 “Temporary Accommodation” should not involve buildings in what should be open landscape.   

4.13 Temporary spectator seating should be time-limited to, say, 2 months per year, so that the open 

parkland character is maintained.                            

4.13 Short term Pedestrianisation of part of Church Road (presumably with safeguards for the Wimbledon 

Club access) is a matter for subsequent approvals, and as noted above, Church Road should remain as a fully 

public highway and not be subsumed into the site.                                                 

4.18 The various references to public access are generalities, and whilst welcomed as aspirations, need to 

be much more precisely defined if they are to be a legitimate consideration in the planning process.  Similarly, 

there needs to be definition of which areas are to be closed to the public, and how this is to be achieved, and 

how boundaries are to be created that meet the stringent open landscape aspirations.    

4.19 Should the site be “decommissioned” in the distant future, it would be appropriate for a planning 

permission to make clear that the MOL designation remains, and that there is no possibility of future 

“development”.                                 

5.12 The 100 foot high structure of the show court is self evidently not able to “preserve the open-ness of the 

MOL” and no amount of special pleading will change that.                        

5.19 The show court is an example of a “substantial loss of a grade 2 listed Parkland”.  It should now be 

clear that its incursion into the listed park is wholly inappropriate, counter to all long standing planning polices, 

and should be dropped.                                         
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5.30 Despite the emerging Local Plan designating the All England as a world class facility, this cannot be 

said to trump the long standing national, regional and local planning policies that protect the Green Belt and 

Metropolitan Open Land from development.                   

6.2/3/5  The assessment of “Light reaching other buildings” is not considered to be appropriate here.  Instead 

the effects of diminished daylight, sunlight and overshadowing of natural open parkland should be examined. 

The approved Local Plan in Policy DM D2 A5 say rightly that not only buildings and their occupants but gardens 

(i.e. open spaces) should be entitled to proper standards.  So this element needs to be scoped in.   

6.8 Wind effects from a 100 foot high building can be significant, so should be scoped in.                    

6.8 & 14.20 Natural disasters – dam failure, untoward events at a scene of major public gathering – should 

indicate that this subject is scoped in.                                        

6.13 & 34       Similar, waste recycling at major events, and the energy centre should be scoped in, with the 

hope that the AELTC will continue to give a lead in these important issues.                                                   

6.36  Aviation:  one presumes that there is no intention to entertain helicopter or air taxi facilities in the future.   

                           

7.17 There is no Information provided on what is said to be the projected pedestrianisation of Church Road 

for the forthcoming Championships later this month.  Careful monitoring of the ramifications will presumably be 

programmed, including any effects on emergency vehicles access.  See 3.5 & 4.13 above.   

10.1 The designated Heritage assets should include Wimbledon and Putney Commons (1871 Act)    

10.2 & 11.11 & 11.22 The designated assets should include the view to central London from the junction of 

Church Road and Burghley Road.                                                   

10.50 One would expect the formal Consultation to include the local Residents’ Associations (and the 

Wimbledon Society).                                

11.1 The views in Church Road beside Centre Court should be added in.                                 

11.35 & 15.4   The effect on public pedestrian access through and within the whole Park complex should be 

scoped in, showing specifically how this will change and hopefully significantly improve.  Pedestrian access to 

the golf course (as players) has always been possible.                                                               

12.1 Ecological impacts need to be assessed and scoped in, and proposals made not only for protection and 

restoration, but also hopefully for enhancements and re-introductions.  This would be influenced by the 

presence of Vintage and Heritage trees.  There are local sources of specialised knowledge which the Society 

hopes that the All England can tap into at an early stage.                                                               

Appendix B1:    Bathgate Road, the Pavilions in the Park, the Home Park Road Local List buildings, and the site 

of the Manor House should all ideally be scoped in please.  

The Society hopes that the AELTC will be able to see the advantage in modifying its current pre-application 

approach, particularly in respect of the building of a substantial show court structure in the protected Park and 

hopes that productive engagement with local groups will continue.  

Yours faithfully 

 

Chris Goodair,    

Chairman, Wimbledon Society Planning and Environment Committee 


